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The small church of Santa Filomena on the southern slope of Santa Severina’s fortified hilltop has attracted scholarly attention since the late XIX century
[Fig. 4.1]. In 1894, Charles Diehl lists it among the ‘Byzantine’ monuments of
Calabria and lays special emphasis on its ‘elegant dome’(1). The presence of
the latter and the location of the building in the ‘Grecia’ quarter of the city were
enough to prompt Diehl’s hypothetical identification of the church as the lavra
of a small urban Greek monastery. Ever since, the church has been mentioned at least briefly in the numerous approaches to the Byzantine art and
architecture in the South of Italy, often acknowledging the distinctive shape of
the building, but coming to diverse conclusions concerning the links between
the latter’s formal, artistic aspects and the cultural context in which it was
erected. Émile Bertaux, in 1903, feels reminded of “Armenian or Georgian
churches rather than a Greek one”(2). Meanwhile, Pietro Loiacono and Paolo
Orsi both admit – despite an evident underlying impulse to connect many
elements with the Byzantine world – that the building is ‘result of an encounter
of two profoundly different cultures; Byzantine, present in the general scheme
of the plan […] and Norman’, present in the sculptural elements (as summed
up by Gregorio Rubino in 1971)(3). Yet, this was never unanimously accepted,
as shown by Arnaldo Venditti’s emphatic negation of any “assumed Norman
accent” in 1967 or Corrado Bozzoni’s remarks in 1999, attributing many characteristics of the church to a XIII century remodelling based on contemporary
Greek (!) models(4).
In this brief, preliminary study, we will turn once more to form and visual characteristics of the church and its sculpted decorations, with the intention to revoke
the dictum of characterising the building’s architecture as strictly ‘Byzantine’. In
a second step, we are interested in the unusual artistic means employed by the
builders to negotiate the status of the Greek patrons of the church in a culturally
diverse and changing historic setting of XII century Norman Calabria.

Charles Diehl, L’art byzantin dans l’Italie méridionale (Paris,
Librairie de l’art, 1894), 201-202.
(2)
Émile Bertaux, L’art dans l’ Italie méridionale (Paris, Fontemoing, 1903), 124: “…fait penser moins à une église de Grèce
qu’à une chapelle d’Arménie ou de Géorgie”.
(3)
Pietro Loiacono, “Restauri alla chiesetta di Santa Filomena a Santa Severina (Catanzaro)”, Bollettino d’arte, 28, 11
(1935), 509; Paolo Orsi, Le Chiese Basiliane della Calabria
(Firenze, Vallecchi, 1929), edited by Carlo Carlino (Catanzaro, Meridiana, 1997), 222; Gregorio Rubino, “La chiesetta di
Santa Filomena a Santa Severina”, Regione Calabrese, 2,
3 (1971), 69.
(4)
Arnaldo Venditti, Architettura bizantina nell’Italia meridionale:
Campania, Calabria, Lucania (Napoli, Edizioni Scientifiche,
1967), II, 834. As a consequence Venditti does not even mention the church in his chapter on Byzantine influence in Calabrian churches of the Norman period (II, 892-940); Corrado
Bozzoni, “L’architettura”, in Storia della Calabria Medievale.
Culture, Arti, Tecniche, edited by Augusto Placanica (Roma,
Gangemi, 1999), 285-286 also lists the church in the chapter
on Byzantine architecture.
(1)
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Abstract: The church of Santa Filomena in Santa Severina, a single nave church with tripartite domed sanctuary, is one of the most
unusual Greek monuments of Norman Calabria. Long described as a ‘Byzantine’ building, this preliminary study will show that it
instead testifies to a strong impact of Romanesque artistic ideas and as such reflects the artistic connectedness of the
not-so-opposing cultural spheres in the mid-12th century. It also hypothesises about a potential symbolic and aesthetic link to
Crusader Jerusalem.
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4.1
Santa Severina, Santa Filomena, mid-12th century, view from
north.
(photo by the author)
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Unique plan and elevation: single nave domed church with undercroft
Santa Filomena confronts us with a very particular spatial disposition and
building typology [Fig. 4.2]. The external shape is that of a high rising cube
with pitched roof, interrupted solely by the narrow semicylinder of the eastern
apse and the tower-like dome drum. The undercroft of the double-storeyed
church lies on ground level towards the valley and is completely buried in the
hill on the northern side. In its current shape, the lower space possesses a low
barrel vault; the eastern end is subdivided into three parts by lateral deep arches – according to Loiacono later additions(5) – and a small rectangular niche
is embedded in the thick apse foundation. The upper space shows the same
contrast between a simple, unstructured nave and a complex subdivision of
the eastern end. The latter is entered through a narrow, slender pointed arch,
less than one third of the nave’s width, which had been removed at some point
before the XIX century and was reconstructed in the restoration campaign
of the late 1920s under direction of Loiacono(6). Behind this ‘triumphal arch’
there is a sort of minuscule transept, which does not protrude over the nave
width. The two cross-arms, rather lateral compartments, are covered by barrel
vaults of the same height as the arch and the apse. The latter directly adjoins
the square crossing, which is surmounted by the high dome drum resting on
simple squinches.
This building type appears to derive from two distinct sources. The unvaulted
single nave church with narrow apse, often flanked by two niches within the
wall strength, is widespread in XI and XII century Calabria as standard church
type for the Greek rite, the lateral niches serving as diaconicon and prothesis(7). In Santa Severina, several heavily altered or ruined churches followed
this type: San Nicola, San Pietro, Santa Lucia, and a now lost church outside
the city mentioned by Orsi(8). In Santa Filomena, this plan was combined with
a tripartite, domed eastern end vaguely resembling the structure of buildings
imprecisely grouped together as ‘domed basilicas’ by Charles Nicklies(9). Typologically somewhat similar is the Sicilian church of Sant’Alfio in San Fratello,
even if its tripartite eastern end is opened up to the nave through three arches
and thus the side compartments oriented east-west. Perhaps more closely
related, despite the overall cruciform shape, is the monastery church of San
Giovanni Vecchio in Bivongi, consecrated in 1122(10). While the stepped hierarchisation of building elements of different height in Bivongi strongly contrasts
with the cubic exterior of Santa Filomena, the effect on the inside shows more
parallels: a rather vast, unstructured nave is separated from the complex eastern end with its two ‘cross arms’ by a single triumphal arch. Of course, the

Loiacono, “Restauri alla chiesetta di Santa Filomena”, 507.
Ivi, 505.
(7)
Bozzoni, “L’architettura”, 283, mentions a number of prominent and less prominent examples such as the church of San
Giovanello in Gerace; Vincenzo Naymo, “Chiese e monasteri
greci della città di Gerace dall’XI al XVI secolo”, in Calabria
Bizantina. La civiltà bizantina nei territori di Gerace e Stilo,
Atti dell’XI Incontro di Studi Bizantini 1993 (Soveria Mannelli,
Rubbettino, 1998), 189-191. Due to the simple nature of these
churches, many of them have not been scholarly investigated
and are in the last stages of decay. For a general overview see
Domenico Minuto and Sebastiano Venoso, Chiesette calabresi a navata unica. Studio iconografico e strutturale (Cosenza,
Marra, 1985).
(8)
Orsi, Chiese Basiliane, 215-219; Margherita Corrado, “Scavi
e ricerche in e su Santa Severina negli anni 2009-2014”, in
Santa Severina incontra: storia, archeologia, arte e architettura, edited by Marilisa Morrone Naymo (Gioiosa Jonica, Corab,
2015), 154-160.
(9)
Charles E. Nicklies, “Builders, Patrons and Identity: The
Domed Basilicas of Sicily and Calabria”, Gesta, 43, 2 (2004),
99-114. Typologically, the main factor linking the buildings is
the presence of a dome, while the spatial arrangement of the
churches as well as their building techniques vary profoundly.
(10)
Margherita Tabanelli, Architettura sacra in Calabria e Sicilia
nell’età della contea Normanna (Roma, De Luca, 2019), 115118, with reference to older literature.
(5)
(6)
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4.2
Santa Severina, Santa Filomena, mid-12th century, plans and
sections after the restoration of 1927.
(Pietro Loiacono, “Restauri alla chiesetta di Santa
Filomena a Santa Severina (Catanzaro)”, Bollettino d’arte 28,
ser. 3, n. 11 (1935), 502-509, figg. 3, 4, 6)
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difference in dimension means that the eastern end in Bivongi can function
as a complex liturgical space, while in Santa Filomena movement in the side
compartments is restricted to one single person, the officiating cleric.
If we come back to the outside appearance: the tower-like character of the
steep dome drum over the narrow apse, rising directly from the roof stands in
contrast to Bivongi and other Calabrian churches, where there is a square pedestal below the round drum, forming a double drum on the inside. It resembles
more closely a group of buildings in the area of Ravello, such as San Giovanni
del Toro or the Santissima Annunziata with their high rising dome drums above
the eastern end(11). Perhaps the lack of immediate parallels within (southern)
Italy has enforced previous scholars’ impression that the model for this typology
must be Byzantine. However, the typological differences to churches from the
Greek mainland and the isles are profound: if those churches are equipped with
a dome, it almost never marks the place of the altar in the bema and instead
rises above the centre of the church(12). Few exceptions are churches such as
the Panagia Koumbelidiki in Kastoria or the Panagia Molyvdoskepastos, built
before or around 1100, which nevertheless have a centralised domed tetrachochal eastern end combined with an elongated western nave and narthex. The
placement of a dome right in front of the eastern apse is in turn a very common
element of the Greek and Norman architecture in Southern Italy alike, ranging
from the Basilian monasteries discussed by Nicklies to the Royal Capella Palatina in Palermo. The theory expressed by Nicklies, that in many cases this
is an adaptation of the “mihrab-and-dome” compositions in IX to XI century
mosques of Egypt etc., cannot fully convince, despite undeniable links between
Fatimid and Norman architecture in the late XI century(13). However, the presence of this spatial scheme in the area from the XI century onwards means that
we do not need to look towards Byzantium to find models for the typology. The
apparent lack of immediate links with formal architectural trends of contemporary Byzantium is further strengthened by the choice of material, as not a single
brick was used(14).

On San Giovanni in Toro and its complex building history
see Elisabetta Scungio, “Caput et mater aliarum ecclesiarum
parochialium civitatis: la chiesa di San Giovanni del Toro”, in
L’apogeo di Ravello nel Mediterraneo, edited by Manuela Gianandrea and Pio Francesco Pistilli (Roma, Campisano, 2019),
251-264. She dates the drum and dome of San Giovanni to the
XII century, perhaps towards the second half.
(12)
For a general overview see Robert Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval Architecture, The Building Traditions of Byzantium and
Neighboring Lands (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2019),
405-429; Νικόλαος Γκιολές, Βυζαντινή ναοδομία (600-1204)
(Athens, Kardamitsa, 2014), 64-158; Charalambos Bouras,
Byzantine & Post-Byzantine Architecture in Greece (Athens,
Melissa, 2006), 83-162.
(13)
Nicklies, “Builders, Patrons and Identity”, 107, it is here not
the place to further discuss the implications of such links.
(14)
Evidently, the use of building materials depends also on
their availability, and in certain areas of the Byzantine empire
builders did not make extensive use of bricks. However, the
elaborate techniques of brick masonry are one of the most
distinctive markers of architectural links to Byzantium in this
period and the material would have been readily available in
Calabria. See also Lorenzo Riccardi, “Art and Architecture for
Byzantine Monks in Calabria: Sources, Monuments, Paintings
and Objects (Ninth to Thirteenth Centuries)”, in Greek Monasticism in Southern Italy: the Life of Neilos in Context, edited by
Barbara Crostini Lappin and Ines Angeli Murzaku (London-New
York, Routledge, 2018), 106. In general on building materials
in medieval Calabria see Francesco A. Cuteri, “L’attività edilizia nella Calabria normanna. Annotazioni su materiali e tecniche costruttive”, in I Normanni in ‘finibus Calabriae’, edited
by Francesco A. Cuteri (Soveria Mannelli, Rubbettino, 2003),
95-136.
(11)

The dome and double doorway: Greek or Norman?
The picturesque design of the dome has prompted scholars to see links with
varied far away artistic realities in an attempt to explain its creation [Fig. 4.3].
On the outside, the entire drum is visible, a cylinder rising ca. 3.5 m above the
roof. The drum, pierced by 4 (originally 8) slender windows, is decorated with
a continuous blind arcade over twelve columns with simple bases and cubic
capitals decorated with leaf ornaments. The red colour of the drum wall, which
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4.3
Santa Severina, Santa Filomena, mid-12th century, dome.
(photo by the author)
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emphasizes the slender colonettes, was reconstructed based on fragments of
ancient paint(15). This blind arcade finds only few very general local parallels,
such as Bivongi (there in brick and thus of profoundly different appearance) and
the Ss. Annunziata dei Catalani in Messina(16). Yet, the supposed Byzantine parallels are hardly convincing: X-XI century decoration schemes with columns and
blind arches are mainly applied to octagonal drums; multi-layered, such as at
the Panagia church in the monastery of Hosios Loukas or single layered as the
Little Mitropolis in Athens or numerous churches on the Peloponnese and in the
Balcans. The latter, apart from the octagonal shape, differ in the wider proportioning of the arches. High round domes with continuous, slender blind arcades
can be found in many areas of the empire from the XIV century onwards, for example, in brick, at the churches of Thessaloniki or, in ashlar, at several churches
of Rhodes City, evoked by Bozzoni(17). Instead, one might rather be inclined to
see parallels to the Pisan architecture of the period, with its continuous dwarf
galleries surrounding apses and towers as well – even if a direct link is unlikely.
In any case, the clumsy execution of the wonky arches and rather abstractly
carved capitals does not indicate masons experienced in the creation of such
decorative elements. On top of the drum sits what Orsi calls a ‘depressed turban-dome’, likely an addition of the baroque period and not inspired by Islamic
models as occasionally suggested(18). The inside is designed in an infinitely simpler way: above the square crossing, four squinches lead over to an octagon,
an amorphous zone of ca. 50 cm then forms the base for the lower string course
of the drum. This is in strong contrast to the elaborate stacked squinch compositions of many other domed churches of Sicily and Calabria, but also different
from the simple pendentives of the Greek cross-in-square churches of Rossano
(San Marco) and Stilo (Cattolica). A similar compromise is, however, used in the
early XII century dome of S. Giovanni al Mare in Gaeta(19).
Another element often empathically connected with Byzantine traditions is the
double portal in the northern wall, revealed in the restoration of the Thirties(20).
Both doorways share a central impost, they are formed by slightly pointed tympanum-less arches and were once flanked by a single order of columns carrying
an archivolt (the capitals remain). A hood-mould protruded over each of the two
doorways. Little about the design of the doorway reminds of Byzantine models;
indeed, stepped column portals are widespread in all of Europe and the (Latin)
Eastern Mediterranean from the XI century onwards. The ornamental décor of
the archivolts was executed by the same workshop as the dome columns. It
shows simple, repetitive flower petal forms and on the inner western archivolt
a loop band. Interestingly, both doorways were clearly conceived together but

Loiacono, “Restauri alla chiesetta di Santa Filomena”, in 1935
talks about not having had the chance to complete this task before somebody else took over the restoration works.
(16)
Elena Rita Trunfio, L’utilizzo della cupola nell’architettura religiosa Normanna. Il caso delle architetture monastiche Greche
nell’area dello Stretto di Messina, Ph.D. thesis (Palermo 2016),
123-124; Tabanelli, Architettura sacra in Calabria e Sicilia, 118.
(17)
The churches of Rhodes (Γιώργος Ντέλλας, “Η τυπολογια
των εκκλησιων τησ Ροδου κατα την Ιπποτοκρατια (13091522)”, Δελτίον XAE, 30 (2009), 81-94) were evoked as parallel
by Bozzoni, “L’architettura”, 286; the Prophet Elijah and Apostle
churches in Thessaloniki (Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval Architecture, 628-632), by Loiacono, “Restauri alla chiesetta di Santa Filomena”, who believed them to be of XI c. origin.
(18)
Orsi, Chiese Basiliane, 220; Nicklies, “Builders, Patrons and
Identity”, 107.
(19)
Antonino Tranchina, “La chiesa di San Giovanni a mare in
Gaeta. Osservazioni sullo svolgimento della vicenda edilizia”, in
Gatea medievale e la sua cattedrale, edited by Mario D’Onofrio
and Manuela Gianandrea (Rome, Campisano, 2018), 159-169.
(20)
Rubino, “La chiesetta di Santa Filomena”, 68.
(15)
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vary in small details such as the chamfers on the jambs of the western one, and
the imposts in the eastern one. Once more, the ornaments are certainly creative
and of high visual impact but somewhat clumsily executed. They refer in a very
general way to models present in the entire Mediterranean since Late Antiquity
and testify to the period’s overall interest in reviving such models rather than betraying ‘Byzantine’ models as supposed by Lojacono. Yet, there is also no presence of distinctively Norman elements such as chevron arches or beakheads as
we encounter them for example on the XII century porch of S. Maria di Anglona
or, less blatantly, the XIII century portal of S. Francesco in Gerace – the latter
however somewhat similar to S. Filomena in its flat relief style(21).
The function of the double portal remains unresolved. Previous scholars have
attributed the presence of two doors to an alleged “typically Byzantine modality…of allowing separate access and space for women”(22). We cannot discuss
the wide range of implications connected to this notion in this brief study. However, the material evidence does not indicate any relation to Byzantine architectural tradition: double doors leading into the same nave are a rare phenomenon
in Byzantine architecture. In Santa Severina we find a very particular solution,
much more reminiscent of the numerous double portals on the facades of the
late XI century so-called Pilgrimage churches and their successors (Toulouse,
Santiago de Compostela etc.), up to the early XII century façade of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem. Furthermore, the idea of a separation between entrances for men and women, despite being attestable for certain liturgical
guidelines, can rather be seen reflected in pairs of doorways spread out over a
larger wall surface, often differentiated in size and decoration(23). A future study
of double portals and their function could shed more light on this most unusual
architectural element.
Uncovering the building’s ‘identity’: gathering the hypotheses
Notwithstanding the vagueness of possible reasons for the double doorway’s
distinctive shape, its interpretation impacts the understanding of the building
as a whole as well. Are we treating it as an aesthetic folly, a decision based
on a desire for a visual impact in the streetscape? Or should we indeed try
to attribute any functional use? The latter is further complicated by the lack of
sources concerning the early history of the building. The potential original uses
attributable to the church include that of a parish church, a monastic church as
proposed by Diehl, a church marking a specific site of veneration or a private
foundation of a high-ranking member of society with burial purposes. In reality
we are likely facing an overlapping of several of these functions.

Peter Cornelius Claussen, “Il portico di S. Maria di Anglona.
Scultura normanna nell’Italia meridionale del XII secolo. Santa
Maria di Anglona e la SS. Trinità di Venosa”, in Santa Maria di
Anglona. Atti del Convegno internazionale di studio (Potenza,
Anglona, 13-15 giugno 1991), edited by Cosimo Damiano Fonseca and Valentino Pace (Galatina, Congedo, 1996), 53-59.
(22)
Loiacono, “Restauri alla chiesetta di Santa Filomena”, 503;
Rubino, “La chiesetta di Santa Filomena”, 68
(23)
Jean Lassus, Sanctuaires Chrétiens de Syrie (Paris, Geuthner, 1947), 191-192.
(21)
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Here we should turn to the unusual undercroft again. Orsi was the first to
propose an initial use as cistern – against the suggestion of the architect Agati,
who tended towards a funerary use(24). Loiacono, in turn, thinks that the vaults
are a later addition from the time when the space was allegedly turned into
a cistern, and that it might have indeed been an older church, on the walls
of which the current building was raised(25). There seems to be no material
evidence confirming the building’s use as cistern. Solely remains the dedication of the lower chapel to the ‘Madonna of Pozzolío’, the small well, and
the legend that in ancient times a boy fell into said cistern, an event leading
to the discovery of a miraculous icon of the Virgin henceforth venerated in
the church(26). Ultimately, only archaeological investigations can resolve the
issue, yet, it seems more likely that the lower chapel was from the beginning
a space with some sort of liturgical function. The relatively large western doorway – counterproductive for a cistern – appears, despite its extreme simplicity,
contemporary with the northern double portal of the main chapel, whose proportions it shares.
We can easily imagine the lower space to have always been destined for
burials or some sort of memorial purposes, a tradition that might well have
coincided with the presence of natural water emerging from the rock. The later
vernacular tradition of a venerated image of the Virgin might even support this
hypothesis, considering that the Virgin is the most powerful intercessor for a
defunct’s afterlife. The vault, despite its alleged later modification, must have
existed at least in part, as the entire eastern end of the church rests on the
thick piers dividing the sanctuary of the lower chapel.
In addition to the fact that the church was built by the Greek community, we can
thus assume that the lower chapel served burial or memorial functions. For an
understanding of the upper church, we must first turn to the presumed date of
erection. The main suggestions were that the church was built during a period
of importance and wealth of the Greek archbishopric of Santa Severina, in the
XI century, or in the first period after the takeover of power by the Normans in
the XII century(27). Bozzoni even speculated about a remodelling of portal and
dome in the late XIII century, a thought first expressed by Bertaux(28). Yet, the
sculptural decoration, albeit not of highest quality, is well in accordance with
early to mid-XII century trends and there is no material evidence indicating a
later change particularly of the dome. This points towards a date in the mid-XII
century for the erection of the church, thus a period in which a certain peaceful
balance was reached (only in the late XIII century was Santa Severina turned
into a Latin bishopric)(29).

Orsi, Chiese Basiliane, 221.
Loiacono, “Restauri alla chiesetta di Santa Filomena”, 507508.
(26)
Orsi, Chiese Basiliane, 232, see footnote n. 59.
(27)
Mid-XI century: Venditti, Architettura bizantina nell’Italia meridionale, 834; Nicklies, “Builders, Patrons and Identity”, 102; XII
century: Loiacono, “Restauri alla chiesetta di Santa Filomena”, 69.
(28)
Bozzoni, “L’architettura”, 286; Bertaux, L’art dans l’Italie méridionale, 124.
(29)
On the impact of the Norman arrival and the following negotiations of coexistence see the contributions in the recent
volume Margherita Tabanelli and Antonino Tranchina (edited
by), Calabria greca, Calabria latina. Segni monumentali di una
coesistenza (secoli XI-XII) (Roma, Campisano, 2020).
(24)
(25)
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During this period, the population of the city remained Greek(30), which means that
aside from the higher clergy attached to the archbishop’s seat there must have
been an upper stratum of society, including relatively wealthy families – thus, a
multitude of possible patrons able to finance a building such as Santa Filomena.
If the patron(s) of the church chose to employ masons able to create the unusual
sculptural decoration we see today, it testifies to a considerable confidence, with
which the visual shape of the city’s urban centre was enriched. The chosen models were apparently neither the large brick churches of Basilian monasteries in
Calabria, nor contemporary architectures from the Byzantine mainland. Instead,
we encounter an amalgamation of traditional elements of the plan with decorative ideas perhaps transmitted through the now-lost Norman buildings of the first
phase after the conquest but ultimately also generally found in areas such as
northern Italy, southern France or the Crusader kingdom of Jerusalem, founded
after the first Crusade in 1099. In this context, the double doorway might either
hint at the presence of an interior separation with a wooden wall – an admittedly
highly unusual fixture to create a narthex of some sorts and thus indicator of a
monastic function of the church. Or, just as likely, be part of the patron’s strategy
to give the building an allure of prominence and visual wealth.
The latter is certainly true for the high rising dome. In a city, where even the
Greek cathedral seems not to have possessed a dome(31), Santa Filomena
would have stood out for its particular architecture, the dome marking at the
same time the place of an important sacred site within the city and presumably
the border between the city centre and the Grecia quarter lower at the hillslope.
We don’t know if this distinction was of relevance already in the XII century,
but it certainly became important with the gradual Latinisation of the city, when
the dome would have reminded beholders of the Greek presence. Yet, it is too
simple to attribute a generalised ‘identity’ to the dome itself: the Normans were
more than eagerly using domes on many new churches commissioned by the
rulers and their entourage. If we accept that this happened “to give visual form
to the unification of cultures”(32), at least indirectly through the employment of
masons and builders trained in Greek or Arab traditions, then Santa Filomena
would show the other side of this medal(33). Here, we see a building adhering
to certain local Greek standards but significantly enriched with a “Romanesque
idiom”, thus hypothetically also reflecting the unknown patron’s desire to be perceived as a part of the newly formed, culturally diverse society.
Seeing the church as a private foundation, as a building negotiating earthly
status but also reflecting concern for the afterlife, leads us to a final, admittedly
very speculative thought. As mentioned, the church was built during a period,

On the Greek bishoprics in general see Horst Enzensberger,
“La chiesa Greca: Organisazzione religiosa, culturale, economica e
rapporti con Roma e Bisanzio”, in Storia della Calabria Medievale,
edited by Augusto Placanica, 271-273.
(31)
Bozzoni, “L’architettura”, 286-287.
(32)
Nicklies, “Builders, Patrons and Identity”, 109. We still
should be careful with overinterpreting the presence of domes,
as they were also part of the romanesque architectural traditions in for example Tuscany or Burgundy, so not as strictly
linked to the Greek/Byzantine culture as occasionally claimed.
(33)
See also Riccardi, “Art and Architecture”, 132.
(30)
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in which the Crusader kingdom of Jerusalem was at the height of its power. The
Holy Sepulchre was in the process of being embellished with the “Crusader
choir” (consecrated 1149) on the site of the long lost Constantinian basilica and
received a new main entrance, a double portal, richly carved with sculptures.
This portal is likely modelled on the Golden Gate of Jerusalem, through which
Christ would enter the Holy City in the Second Coming (but also recalls the
transept façade of Santiago de Compostela)(34). We might wonder if it was not
indeed this portal that the mason of Santa Filomena had in mind or seen on
drawings when creating the work in Santa Severina. Even more, would not the
unusual shape of a rectangular church body with a columned “lantern” in the
east have reminded beholders of Christ’s tomb aedicula itself(35)? Certainly, in
the aftermath of 1099, drawings or descriptions of the latter circulated in the
entire Mediterranean and might have prompted an imitation in similtudine. This
in turn could have rendered a presumed burial function of the lower church
evident, the high rising dome ultimately providing the key to a multi-layered
experience between visual, aesthetic impact and alluded symbolic meanings.
Evidently, many of the thoughts presented in this preliminary article should be
considered a mere beginning for further deepened studies, such as on the role
of double portals in the wider Mediterranean or the manifold roles of domes in
the medieval architecture of the West. Yet, the results presented above already
underline the importance of a thorough re-evaluation and better understanding
of ‘minor’ monuments such as Santa Filomena for the understanding of the
dynamics of artistic interaction in culturally shared areas.

Most recently Jaroslav Folda, “The Crusader Church of the
Holy Sepulchre: Design, Depiction and the Pilgrim Church of
Compostela”, in Tomb and Temple. Re-Imagining the Sacred
Buildings of Jerusalem, edited by Robin Griffith-Jones and
Eric Fernie (Woodbridge, Boydell, 2018), 98-100; Kathryn
Blair Moore, The Architecture of the Christian Holy Land (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2017), 73, 82-83.
(35)
In the XII century, all throughout Europe, Holy Sepulcher imitations of diverse visual appearance were created: Blair Moore,
The Architecture, 75-81, with further bibliography.
(34)
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